
Introduction
Given underlying computer simulations, this work provides a way to visualize

Aortic Dissection (AD) in a realistic manner. Based on Virtual Reality (VR), the

solution provides a visual user experience that is immersive: while conservative

methods might require a researcher to sight a huge amount of medical images,

VR allows the researcher to examine the problem from the inside. The presented

approach is based on real-patient Computed Tomography (CT) scans. Given

these, the aorta is segmented. In a next step, the segmented aorta is converted

into a 3D model that can be examined in VR.

Methods

Results

Conclusions
Summing up, the current solution introduced a workflow and framework for a VR

visualization of AD. However, to develop a visualization that can be used in daily

clinical routine, a systematic in-depth user evaluation has to be performed. In the

end, a realistic simulation and visualization of AD could be a crucial step in

getting a deeper insight and understanding of this manifold and complex disease

that is still highly lethal. Finally, we want to point the interested reader to our

cloud-based medical platform Studierfenster (www.studierfenster.at), which also

enables to view medical data in Virtual Reality, e.g. the Google Cardboard.
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Visualizing a dissected aorta in VR comprises several steps. Figure 1 shows the

basic workflow of the visualization process on the left side. It starts with the image

acquisition using a CT scanner in step 1 and ends with the blood flow

visualization using Unity in step 8. As shown in the Figure 1, different tools and

application have been used for the intermediate steps 2-7, e.g. MeVisLab, for a

segmentation and the 3D model generation.

A flight control is relevant for both, the player and the blood cells. However, even

though player and blood cells have a similar behavior, there are some

differences. The major difference is that while blood cells fly automatically, a

player flight is supposed to be controlled by the user. Therefore, a framework has

been implemented to keep the flight control as abstract and extensible as

possible. Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of the flight control framework on

the right side.

The path (Path) is a simple class wrapping the aorta centerline, a Unity

GameObject consisting of multiple spheres. It extends the GameObject by the

ability to hop back and forth between adjacent nodes (next(), previous()) and

implements some more functions to provide information about the current node

and whether it is the start node or the end node of the path.

The Player is the object that actually moves on a path. It is used by the

aforementioned FlightController. It can perform operations such as moving

(move()), increasing the speed of flight (faster()), decreasing the speed of flight

(slower()) or flipping its flight direction (flip()). A Player is just one out of many

possible objects that could move along a path. There might be other objects, such

as the blood cells. Therefore, an abstract class for traversing along a path is

implemented (PathTraverser). The Player is a subclassed PathTraverser.

VR applications require hardware with high performance. In our case the HTC

Vive has been used for implementation and testing our work. It consists of a head

mounted display (HMD), two wireless handheld controllers and two base stations

called Lighthouses.

Given this environment, framerates have been measured using Unity's built-in

profiler and stats-panel. For measuring frametime, dropped frames and warp

misses, FCAT VR Capture Version 3.26.0.0, a tool provided by NVIDIA, has been

used. FCAT VR Capture comes with a tool called FCAT VR Analyzer. It has been

used to visualize the results yielded using FCAT VR Capture. The Analyzer is

based on Python and requires PyQtGraph to be installed. For this work Anaconda

3.6.5 shipped with Python 3.6.3 has been used. The installed version of

PyQtGraph has been 0.10.0.

Evaluation has been performed using different number of blood cells measuring

overall memory consumption, average framerate, average frame timings, dropped

frames, and warp misses for 60 seconds. Interval plots for a setting with zero

blood cells, showed that all frames have successfully been generated while

interval plots for 5,000 blood cells showed a high number of dropped frames.

Plots showed, that frametimes drop after initialization phase. This effect may be

attributed to caching. In addition, the frametimes are oscillating at high frequency.

Analyzing the running scene using Unity revealed that the oscillation is caused by

the garbage collector, which runs at scheduled time steps. In summary, a good

performance providing a smooth user experience has been achieved with up to

2,200 blood cells while 5,000 blood cells had been far too much for rendering the

scene smoothly (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 – VR-based simulation and visualization: The user can move for- and backward
along the centerline of the aorta (white). Please see also the corresponding video on
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/JanEgger/videos

Figure 1 – Workflow of visualizing the aortic
dissection in interactive Virtual Reality (left)
and the flight control framework (right).
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